Is pontiac g6 a good car

With the demise of Pontiac as a brand by GM in October , there is no good time to buy a used
Pontiac, except in one case. Even though the Pontiac Firebird, and Trans Am are among the
all-time classic American cars, Pontiac is no more, one of four brands killed off after General
Motors declared bankruptcy. The days of the sleek, high-performance muscle cars of the s or
70s are long gone, but should you still consider buying a used one of the newer models? Good
luck getting anywhere near the value of your used Pontiac when it comes time to sell.
Depreciations tend to vary greatly , given the state of the car. The dealer network has
disappeared and the cars are no longer under warranty and will be even more difficult to get
fixed. Resale values are weak. Good luck getting anybody but a sub-prime lender to back your
loan. Count on paying a ridiculously high interest rate even if you have good credit. Obviously,
one of the reasons the brand was discontinued is, they just weren't very good cars, to begin
with. However, a lot of people raved about the Pontiac G8. So, a used G8 might be a good value,
but apart from that and perhaps the Vibe , Pontiac didn't produce a car in its last 10 years worth
owning. None of the G-series is appealing, and the Solstice was an over-hyped vehicle from the
start and it had a convertible top that was simply infuriating to use. The Pontiac Aztek has been
the punch line to endless numbers of jokes. By the way, Consumer Reports largely agreed.
Those guys at Consumer Reports know a thing or two about cars. Buy a used Pontiac and,
unless you can produce a bill of sale showing you saved 30 percent or more, your friends are
going to question your judgment. And he seemed like such a nice person. Take the Grand Prix.
It can seat five adults comfortably and its trunk is spacious. The Vibe never made my heart go
pitter patter but it is a good practical used car that you should be able to run into the ground.
Our new car reviewer Aaron Gold had this to say, "Pontiac's Vibe is all-new for Though the
wedge-shaped roofline and 5-door "wagonette" body style hark back to the first-generation
Vibe, the new car is an up-to-date package that's strong on safety, practicality, and versatility.
As you can tell, I really liked it. Here's what Aaron had to say about that car at least the model.
The wedge shape of the side windows is one of the features that sets it apart from the Pontiac.
Since the dust has cleared and the depreciation has been in effect for most of a decade, you can
find out what the used cars are worth, by using the various car comparison websites. Always be
leery when you're dealing with private Pontiac owners. Make sure any pre-purchase inspection
was especially thorough. People losing money on their used cars rarely impart a lot of tender
loving care on them. Keith Griffin. Keith Griffin is a member of the New England Motor Press
Association and has been an automotive journalist and new car reviewer for more than a
decade. Updated December 07, Even if the car doesnt come with everything it's very able to be
customized. I replaced the stereo with a pioneer for bluetooth. I swapped out the headlights with
some new ones that weren't oxidized. I had an older model climate control and swapped that
with the one from the newer model and it was a direst swap. There's just so many things you
can do to it that you can't do with other cars or is a lot harder in other cars. I no major issues
with car throughout my time with it other than the air conditioning which didn't work when i
bought the car but didn't realize until the summer. I went without that until the beggining of the
summer that I sold it. I would recommend this car to others looking in this price range. Never
had a major issue with the car. Acceleration and top speed are surprisingly good for a 4 cylinder
sedan. Has been reliable and fun to drive. Write a review. See all 3 reviews. Available styles
include Fleet 4dr Sedan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Pontiac G6
and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the G6 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow
users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying
about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort,
value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide
shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the G6. Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Pontiac G6 and all model years in
our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the G6
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for

the Pontiac G6. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Pontiac Pontiac
G6. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Sponsored cars related to the G6. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of
5 stars, Best Starter Car I could've asked for. Side Impact Test Acceptable. The Edmunds
experts tested the G6 both on the road and at the track. What about cargo capacity? When
you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the G6 has 14 cubic feet
of trunk space. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the
Pontiac G6 is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the G6. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the G6's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Pontiac G6 is a
good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be
factors in determining whether the G6 is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official
Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: Fleet 4dr
Sedan 2. If you're interested in the Pontiac G6, the next question is, which G6 model is right for
you? G6 variants include Fleet 4dr Sedan 2. What do people think of the Pontiac G6? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Pontiac G6 and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by
a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New
Pontiac G6? Which Pontiac G6s are available in my area? Can't find a new Pontiac G6s you
want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a
Pontiac G6? Check out Pontiac lease specials. Sign Up. I'm looking at a Pontiac G6 with 25,
miles. Is this a good car? Is it okay on snow? Please help! I actually just bought my G6 like a
month ago, and I love it. Its the same as yours except mine is a GT, just basically means its got
the manual shift option. Mine had 63, miles so yours is much better there, but cost wise I would
definitely try to talk them down unless its loaded, which I think is only a GT. Its not the greatest
in the snow, but what car is?? Also I'm not sure if yours does, but mine has traction control
which helps a little, but not a ton. I paid around 10 with taxes and everything but I have leather
heated seats, panoramic sunroof, adjustable pedals, 6 disc in dash, remote start, and like a
million other things. So I'm saying if the G6 you're looking out does not include these things
then they should come down some, not a ton though cause 25 thou on a 4 year old car is almost
impossible to find anymore. Maybe check out kelly blue book at If you wanna know anything
else let me know. Trending News. Tiger Woods seriously injured in rollover car crash. Official
on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. FOMO
trend is fueling a homebuying surge. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help.
Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. Answer Save. Hope this helps. GT doesnt mean
MT only. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Reliability indicates how
models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold
up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent
to subscribers. In the questionnaire, we ask subscribers to note any problems with their cars
that occurred in the past 12 months. They are asked to identify problems that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime. A typical model has about to samples for
each model year. For some model years, typically those of older or less popular cars, we do not
have a large enough sample size to provide results of statistical confidence. There are several
ways in which a savvy car buyer can still research the quality of a car. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please

view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. Used Pontiac G6 Change Vehicle. The G6 is a mediocre car at best,
particularly with the four-cylinder engine. This powerplant is noisy and provides just adequate
acceleration. The V6 is quieter and performs better. Both suffer from sloppy handling at their
limits, difficult cabin access, an uncomfortable rear seat, subpar interior materials, and a wide
turning circle. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls.
No Detailed Data Available Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire
that is sent to subscribers. A joint bearing that fails prematurely may cause separation of the
u-joint resulting in a complete loss of steering control, increasing the risk of a crash. Read
Recall Details. Dorman Products, Inc. Dorman is recalling certain replacement intermediate
steering shafts sold under the Dorman, OE Solutions, and Solutions brand names, part numbers
, , and , for installation on Chevrolet Malibu, Pontiac G6, and Saturn Aura vehicles. The affected
steering shafts may have a yoke that inadequately supports the u-joint bearing resulting in a
premature failure. What should you do:. Dorman will notify owners, and dealers will refund the
purchase price or replace the steering shafts, free of charge. The recall began in September
Owners may contact Dorman customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. Any of the above failure conditions increases the risk of a crash. General Motors
LLC GM is recalling certain model year Chevrolet Malibu vehicles manufactured May 16, ,
through October 11, , Malibu Maxx vehicles manufactured June 25, , through April 5, , Pontiac
G6 vehicles manufactured May 26, , through January 4, , and Saturn Aura vehicles
manufactured April 24, , through May 26, These fluctuations can cause one or more of these
conditions: the brake lights to illuminate without the brake pedal being pushed; the brake lights
to not illuminate when the pedal is pushed; difficulty disengaging the cruise control; moving the
gear shifter out of the 'PARK' position without pushing the brake; and disablement of crash
avoidance features such as traction control, electronic stability control, and panic braking
assist features. GM will notify owners, and dealers will attach the wiring harness to the BCM
with a spacer, apply dielectric lubricant to both the BCM and harness connector and the BAS
and harness connector, and will relearn the brake pedal home position, free of charge. The
manufacturer distributed an Interim letter to customers on July 14, The recall began on August
18, Owners may contact General Motors customer service at Chevrolet , Pontiac , Saturn. GM's
number for this recall is If power steering assist is lost, greater driver effort would be required
to steer the vehicle at low speeds, increasing the risk of a crash. In the affected vehicles, there
may be a sudden loss of electric power steering EPS assist that could occur at any time while
driving. GM will notify owners, and dealers will perform one of four bulletins. Parts are not
currently available. GM expects to send an interim notification around May 28, When parts are
available, owners will be mailed a second letter to come in to have the applicable bulletin
applied. Dealers will replace the EPS motor. Dealers will replace the torque sensor assembly.
Dealers will replace the torque sensor assembly and EPS motor controller unit. Dealers will
replace the EPS motor controller unit. The recall began on July 17, Owners may contact
Chevrolet at , Saturn at , and Pontiac at GM's number for this recall is N If the tabs were to
fracture and separate, the shift lever and the actual position of the transmission gear may not
match. General Motors GM is recalling certain model year Saturn Aura and model year
Chevrolet Malibu and Pontiac G6 vehicles, equipped with a 4-speed automatic transmission. On
these vehicles, the tabs on the transmission shift cable end may fracture and separate. GM will
notify owners, and dealers will install a retainer over the cable end or replace the shift cable as
necessary. This service will be performed free of charge. Notification to owners began on on
November 9, Owners were instructed to not bring their vehicles for repair until January Owners
may contact General Motors at General Motors safety recall number Show More. Check Vehicle
for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Until Pontiac bit the dust in the wake of
GM's bankruptcy fiasco, the Pontiac G6 was the company's go-to midsize car. In a constant
battle to steal sales from the class favorites, the G6 offered unusually tactful styling by Pontiac
standards, solid performance from its V6 engines and the availability of a four-seat
retractable-hardtop convertible body style. Volume-selling models were the five-passenger
sedan and four-passenger coupe. Unlike the Grand Am that it replaced, the Pontiac G6 had
considerably more flavor than a generic rental car. Still, the traditional class favorites topped
the G6 in the areas of engine refinement, driving dynamics and cabin materials. The G6 may still
hold appeal for used-car shoppers, especially given its likely cut-rate pricing. GM has pledged
to continue supporting Pontiac products in its service departments, so a used G6 isn't
necessarily a bad idea. Most Recent Pontiac G6 Based on General Motors' lengthened "Epsilon"

platform, the Pontiac G6 was produced from '09 as a sedan, coupe and retractable-hardtop
convertible. For '05, only the sedan was offered; the coupe and convertible debuted a year later.
Plenty of standard features, such as air-conditioning, full power accessories and CD audio,
came on the base model. The GT added niceties such as an upgraded Monsoon audio system.
The GXP topped the range with items like sporty exterior styling tweaks and automatic climate
control. At the time of Pontiac's demise, the G6's engine lineup included a base 2. Four-speed
automatics were standard with all except the GXP's V6, which got a six-speed; however, the
four-cylinder got an optional six-speed for that raised highway fuel economy to a laudable 33
mpg. Some power ratings were a bit lower in previous years, notably the 3. In reviews we found
that the Pontiac G6 offered generous room for those riding in back, no matter the body style.
And we noted that after years of enduring criticism about its overstyled exteriors and gimmicky
interior designs, Pontiac stepped up its efforts with the G6. Outside, the G6 had a crisp and
sleek look; inside, there was a restrained and attractive layout with none of the traditional dull
gray plastic switches. Even so, the G6 still had a few too many cheap plastic surfaces for our
tastes. On the road, we appreciated the low and midrange torque of the 3. The convertible's
optional 3. Handling was respectable, but we disliked the electric power steering, which was too
light and offered virtually no feedback. GT models from and up had an improved hydraulic
steering setup, which we preferred. Along with the enhanced feature content of the later
models, we'd recommend focusing your used Pontiac G6 search on the '07 or newer models.
Bought this car over a Ford Mustang convertible because it was front wheel drive. Wasn't
impressed with the acceleration, but this was after driving the Mustang. In the beginning I loved
the car. The car looked great with the top down and even better with the top up. Sluggish and
had too much pause between shifting. Horrible in snow, so ended up driving my truck all winter
anyways. Now almost 8 months later I am in a rental car while I wait for my transmission to be
fully rebuilt. The moldings around the seats are coming off for no reason. There is no where to
put anything. Cup holders are in a bad place. Random rattles. More things, but running out of
room. Should have bought the Ford. This is my first convertible. I love the hardtop convertible.
Can't figure out why GM chose to drop the Pontiac line. This car is nice, fun to drive, and very
reliable. I have had my G6 for 1 year now and have about 11, miles on it and have had absolutely
no problems at all. My wife owns a Camry and likes to drive the G6 more then her vehicle. Also
if you live somewhere cold I advise you to cough up the couple of dollars and get the remote
start This car is fun to drive. Great mileage, good acceleration and cornering. The ride is stiff
with some road noise and a little wind noise. The tires take a cold set in cold weather which
makes the tires feel like they are out of balance until they warm up after about 5 miles. Have
some rattles which the dealer corrected. The electric steering feels a little numb but transmits
vibration back to the driver. I expected more from this model. I bought my Pontiac g6 used with
33, mi. After two weeks of having the car, the stearning shaft needed to be replaced. About a
year after having the car, the check engine light went on and the catalitic converter needed to be
replaced as well as a head gasket. Thank goodness it was still under the manufacturs warrenty.
The car is loud and nothing what I expected for what I paid for the car. I would not recommend
anybody buying this car because it will be nothing but a headache. This is a decent car. Not a
fan of all the plastic everywhere, and the very thin hollow sound of the doors when you close
them, but other than that not a bad car. They're expensive, and do not last long. The 3. Car is
VERY quiet; you can barely hear the engine rev. Excellent fuel economy: hwy averages around
28, with as much as 36 on a long road trip. The controls are easy to read, and arranged well. The
seats start to get uncomfortable after 5 hours in on a road trip. In short, if you are looking for
basic transportation that is dependible and capable of passing slower cars, this is a good
choice. I bought it as a demo car with about miles on it and did purchase the extended warranty.
Glad I did after reading other reviews, it seems my car is on the brink of a breakdown because I
have had many of the same issue
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s mentioned. Sometimes it turns over real hard when you start it but they don't know what is
wrong. Also, it has pulled hard to the left forever and I have had alignments done at all different
places and even the dealer look to see if the specs were right and it is still weird. BAD engine
design though pretty. I bought my G6 used last summer and have had no problems. Sure I had
to just put new rotors and brake pads in but no big deal, my husband is a fire fighter and going
to calls it was going to happen. Tax, tags, title, administration fees, and license fees are not
included in price or payment. Subject to approved buyer credit. Actual purchase terms may
vary. Payment calculations are sourced by EveryAuto. Sign In Sign Up Account. Write a Review.
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